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surveying the history of christianity have been traditionally “his stories”—describing the ﬂaws and celebrating
the achievements of great theologians, eloquent preachers, and powerful administrators. her story makes one
contribution toward redressing the balance by illuminat- myths shattered and restored blameitonrebekkah - the inclusion of the feminine divine is more necessary than ever, because the
patriarchal, competitive, warlike masculine divine in most ... and womanist efforts to re-cover the herstory of
mythology and to ensure that today’s herstory is not forsaken in tomorrow’s myths. this anthol- ... feminist
interpretation of myths that allows for the ... those who revise and those who revolt - write
history—calling it herstory. feminist writer merlin stone refers to an ancient sumerian myth in which the
female, like eve, makes wrong choices, but is instead deified. by contrast, stone notes, the eve of biblical
patriarchy has been “damned by all subsequent genera-tions for her deed.”3 from the biblical narrative of 34
the descent into hell - english studies - storyteller was traditionally considered a curiosity, and so was her
feminine subject matter. ordinary women‘s lives were not considered worthy of the irish poem and were
likewise excluded from the irish history books. this explains why it took such a long time for women poets to be
accepted in the male-dominated poetic canon.
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